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The use of games for purposes other than mere entertainment dates back to very ancient stages of humanity itself. In the

context of education and learning, the interest of researchers for their uses and effects is a more recent character, around

the 1970s when Clark Abt coined the term serious game. He defined serious games as “those that have an explicit and

carefully thought-out educational purpose and are not intended to be played primarily for amusement. This does not mean

that serious games are not, or should not be, entertaining”(p. 27). This means that “the ‘seriousness’ of these games

refers to a content that may well be used as teaching material by teachers” (p. 27). However, the interest in the

educational use of games grew especially since the early 2000s when some game designers began looking for strategies

to transfer the excitement and joy of playing to the real world. In its origin, this process adopted different names as playful

or gameful design, but in 2002 Nick Pelling coined the term gamification to refer to the use of the game in contexts other

than the game. Thus, a term that originated in the digital media industry was largely adopted in all potential application

areas, including education.
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1. Gamification as a Learning Strategy: Some Conceptual Details

The use of games for purposes other than mere entertainment dates back to very ancient stages of humanity itself. In the

context of education and learning, the interest of researchers for their uses and effects is a more recent character, around

the 1970s when Clark Abt coined the term serious game . He defined serious games as “those that have an explicit and

carefully thought-out educational purpose and are not intended to be played primarily for amusement. This does not mean

that serious games are not, or should not be, entertaining”  (p. 27). This means that “the ‘seriousness’ of these games

refers to a content that may well be used as teaching material by teachers”  (p. 27). However, the interest in the

educational use of games grew especially since the early 2000s when some game designers began looking for strategies

to transfer the excitement and joy of playing to the real world . In its origin, this process adopted different names as

playful or gameful design, but in 2002 Nick Pelling coined  the term gamification to refer to the use of the game in

contexts other than the game. Thus, a term that originated in the digital media industry was largely adopted in all potential

application areas, including education.

Gamification became increasingly popular in the context of learning, especially through the last decade, such that it is now

called gamified learning . As we noted, it could be broadly described as the application of playful thinking, and game

mechanics, in non-game contexts to engage users in problem-solving or task completion . As the application of game

dynamics grew in the educational context, it also grew the heterogeneity of the approaches and therefore the terms and

applications (e.g., serious games, game-based learning, gamified learning, gamification). Despite the fact that it is not

unusual to identify gamified learning just with the use of digital games for teaching and learning purposes, the main

objective of all these applications is to educate or to train, often combining the experienced enjoyment and the necessary

concentration through challenging tasks when the maximum is reached using one’s own skills . As Sailer and Hommer

noted , these applications share a common game design element toolkit , and a focus on adding value beyond

entertainment , or, in other words, on building meaningful and useful learning based on entertainment and fun. In fact,

the research literature on gamified learning and game-based learning overlap, although they are different in nature . The

main difference between the both is that whereas gamified learning is fundamentally a learning design change process

that adds game elements, game-based learning approaches are a product, in the sense that they involve the design of

complete (serious) games  (p. 78). These serious games “are typically designed to fulfill the role of instructor by actually

providing instructional content to learners” . Thus, the true fundamental key has to do with the use of game mechanics

and design elements to generate learning. In this regard, it comes out of a growing body of empirical research that

supports that the use of game elements tends to positively impact several types of learning outcomes  as well as

several valuable issues, such as motivation, and engagement: a specific type or work-related subjective well-being 

that might be critical for healthy students .
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2. Does Game-Based Learning Work in HIEs? Its Theoretical Foundation

The incorporation of gamification in the learning process is being considered as a significant factor in the success of

teaching, learning, and research in HIEs . As noted above, gamified learning and game-based learning (GBL) tend to

exert positive effects on learning outcomes and the learners themselves. For example, it has been pointed out that the

development of basic personal skills, including highly valuable soft skills for organizations such as those related to

teamwork, as well as learning in a variety of subjects, can be effectively supported by games in an efficient, attractive and

motivating way . However, the use of games for learning purposes in HIEs is not without controversy, not

only in terms of whether and to what extent their effects are always beneficial  but also with respect to their theoretical

foundation .

From a theoretical point of view, the most widely used frameworks to explain the relationship between learning and the

use of games have been the theory of gamified learning and the self-determination theory (SDT) . Very

succinctly (see a longer description ) the theory of gamified learning  postulated that GBL influences

learning through four components—such as instructional content, behaviors and attitudes, game characteristics, and

learning outcomes—being the critical issue to the success of any GBL effect that “the instructional content in place is

already effective”  (p. 9). Self-determination theory (SDT) postulated that “an understanding of human motivation

requires a consideration of innate psychological needs for competence, autonomy, and relatedness”  (p. 227). Its

application in the context of GBL implies that the satisfaction of these needs in students will positively influence their

intrinsic motivation, and, will subsequently lead to high-quality learning. In this process the environment in which the

satisfaction of those needs takes place is essential. Thus, the incorporation of game mechanics to the instructional

content in these environments allows their modification and enrichment, and therefore, they can positively affect learning

outcomes. Students intrinsically motivated through the use of games for learning chose more difficult assignments and

produced higher-quality artifacts , retained information better, were generally happier and more engaged .

Finally, a third theory has also been more recently identified as one of the most common theoretical frameworks  in the

GBL arena: Csikszentmihalyi’s flow theory . The concept of flow can be broadly conceptualized as a state of deep

absorption in an activity that is inherently pleasant . Therefore, this theory postulates that challenging activities (e.g.,

playing a game for learning purposes) might lead people who are immersed in to experience a state of flow . These

flow experiences can be considered states of absolute absorption or intense concentration in an activity, and in

educational contexts, deep absorption in activities could promote optimal learning experiences . Based on this theory, it

can be argued that gaming activities could potentially induce learners to a state of flow if the challenge is adjusted to their

skill level, leading them to experience feelings of enjoyment, creative achievement, and satisfaction  while learning.

The fundamental issue seems to be the balance between “the inherent challenge of the activity and the player’s ability to

address and overcome it in order to maintain a player’s flow experience”  (p. 1186).

Together, these three theories provide us with important arguments to consider that the incorporation of the game for

learning purposes is effective and efficient. Firstly, GBL is not intended to replace instructional learning materials . In

fact, the quality of instructional content is essential: if this content does not help college students to learn, gamified

learning itself cannot produce learning . Second, the game characteristics should help support psychological needs

such as competence, autonomy, and empathy . In this sense, the combination of collaboration (e.g., playing

the game in teams) and competition (for example, the winning team is getting an award) could positively affect learning-

related behaviors and outcomes . The application of missions in GBL could foster the creation of such kinds of social

interactions. Missions provide explicit learning goals for players in a meaningfully engaging way , as well as to practice

activities to support competency and autonomy . Finally, this game-based learning experience will be intrinsically

motivating. So, if the level of challenge is adjusted to the level of skill of the learners, the serious game might provide

players an experience of flow and feelings of enjoyment, creative achievement, and satisfaction . Indeed, some

recent meta-analyses showed that if these considerations are taken into account, the use of the game will positively affect

learning in university settings.

3. Game-Based Learning in HIEs: Some of Its Effects on Learning and
Related Outcomes

As noted above, research in this field has grown quickly recently. More specifically, Subhash and Cudney  considered

that the turning point for the growth of this area in HIEs may be around the early years of the last decade. They

systematically reviewed studies published from 2012 until 2017 and revealed some important key findings. Using games

for learning purposes has benefits such as improving college students’ confidence, practical skills, perceived learning,

academic effort, and psychological satisfaction. The most significant results were the improvement of students’
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performance, motivation, enjoyment, and engagement: in approximately 50% of the reviewed studies, Subhash and

Cudney  found GBL positively affected a key indicator such as subjective well-being. It is interesting to note that even

some of these studies identified that the experienced engagement had a positive effect on learning , in line with what

was stated in a previous point in relation to flow theory .

The review by Kalogiannakis et al.  yielded similar results. They analyzed 24 empirical research papers published from

2012 to 2020 and concluded that four outcomes stood out: motivation, engagement, learning achievements, and social

interaction. The results revealed that all studies that measured both motivational and learning outcomes, reported

increased learning outcomes and also showed improved motivation, as well as positive feelings and learning-related

behaviors, such as engagement. Based on these findings, the authors stated that their results indicated a strong

connection between motivational and engaging outcomes and significant learning outcomes, in line with that previous

research supporting that the engaged and motivated students were also very likely to achieve significant learning results.

Zainudin et al. in 2020  developed a systematic literature review of 46 empirical papers published between 2016 and

2019 related to the effects of gamified learning and GBL. From their review, the main areas of positive influence were

engagement, motivation, academic performance, and interaction and socialization. The authors concluded that the

introduction and use of game elements with learning purposes could increase student engagement and motivation,

improve academic performance, encourage interaction and socialization, and offer opportunities to develop autonomous

learning skills.

In summary, the intrinsic motivation and engagement of college students are some of the most frequent and reported

outcomes derived from the use of GBL . Student engagement, more recently called academic engagement, has been

linked to self-esteem, satisfaction with studies, and academic performance  and characterizes healthy individuals.

However little research has examined this experience in HIEs from the point of view of the team, or in other words, the so-

called teamwork engagement: “a shared, positive, fulfilling, motivational emergent state of work-related well-being”  (p.

35). Social interaction constitutes an essential part not only of game-based learning applications  but also of the

university training and learning process itself. Interpersonal relations play a key role in students’ outcomes, experiences,

and emotions, as well as in the development and promotion of relevant soft skills, highly valuated in workplaces, without

threatening college students’ well-being, enhancing their feelings of teamwork engagement.

Regarding the effects of GBL, it is important to note that some studies have reported an improvement in several soft skills

related to teamwork, such as students’ confidence for teamwork and team building, creativity, and innovation behaviors

. Team building has been defined as “the formal and informal team-level interventions that focus on improving

social relations and clarifying roles as well as solving task and interpersonal problems that affect team functioning”  (p.

9). Some studies showed that GBL improved communication, collaboration, problem-solving, and goal setting among

group members, and influenced their perceptions of being and feeling as a team . Innovation work behaviors (IWB)

involve the intentional and successful introduction of a new idea, process, or product. The most recent conceptualizations

of this IWB construct  consider it might encompass creativity, or “the production of novel and useful ideas”  (p. 3) and

innovation “the successful implementation of creative ideas”  (p. 3).

Despite its value, most of the research conducted comes from the application of GBL through digital games that might not

provide face-to-face interaction, while in a classroom situation, student–student interactions could have a profound impact

on the improvement and acquisition of basic competencies as soft skills for teamwork. This could also be more crucial in

those college students of Health Sciences and Social Work. In the exercise of their professional career, cooperation and

teamwork usually involve face-to-face interaction and coordination with other professionals and even with the users of the

service. Therefore, more research is needed regarding face-to-face game-based learning tools that could contribute to

fostering teamwork among such undergraduates.
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